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this article discusses social media misuse and toxic environment that it

create in the era of cancel culture .
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however
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the author would rather take a more moderate approach and

analyze both sides
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Article

No Grand Pronouncements 
Here...: Reflections on Cancel 
Culture and Digital Media 
Participation

Eve Ng1

Abstract
Although there are numerous prominent examples of social media misuse, these 
cases should not disproportionately characterize the scope or potential of digital 
media participation as a whole. Using cancel culture as an entry point, this essay 
discusses how digital practices often follow a trajectory of being initially embraced 
as empowering to being denounced as emblematic of digital ills. However, while 
platforms such as Twitter do have characteristics that militate against nuanced 
debate, scholars can productively direct attention to interactions in other digital 
spaces, particularly using methods that yield more qualitatively informative data. 
These spaces include message boards and comment threads, which foster more long-
form engagement. It is also important to look beyond the major English-language 
platforms, both to account for platform-specific features and so that conditions of 
online discourse routine in many global contexts, such as negotiating censorship, are 
centrally theorized in digital media studies.

Keywords
cancel culture, digital engagement, digital media, social media, Twitter, user 
participation

When I initially submitted an abstract for this essay, I titled it “Social Media and 
Activism: What’s Gone Wrong? What Now?,” which struck me as both topical and 
faithful to the call guidelines asking for “punchy commentary pieces.” After all, in just 
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a few years, we had gone from the uses of Twitter and Facebook during the Occupy and 
Arab Spring movements to, well, take your pick: Russian government–supported inter-
ference in the U.S. 2016 elections, Facebook and Cambridge Analytica, YouTube rec-
ommendation algorithms pushing alt-right conspiracy theories, deepfake videos going 
viral . . . The changes I made to my Media Globalization syllabus were reflective: in the 
first iteration of the course in 2013, the media and participation section centered on 
chapters from Manuel Castells’ (2012) book Networks of Outrage and Hope, where he 
wrote with undisguised, if careful, optimism about social media and grassroots activism 
evidenced in the Arab Spring as well as Iceland’s “Kitchenware” Revolution. Last year, 
I added Zeynep Tufekci’s (2018) essay, “How Social Media Took Us from Tahrir 
Square to Donald Trump,” discussing how digital technologies have shifted from prom-
ising instruments for promoting democracy to tools for derailing it.

But actually, what I want to highlight here are not the most prominent examples of 
social media misuse, even though these demand investigation. My concern is that too 
much focus on the spectacularly appalling cases can help feed what Taina Bucher 
(2019) calls a “politics of polemics, of pitching a celebratory account of technology 
against a supposedly more ‘critical’ one,” and she argues instead for “the virtue of 
ambivalence in thinking and writing about the nature of digital technology” rather than 
turning to easy strawmen. In that spirit, I offer some lower temperature comments 
about approaching digital media and user engagement to better elaborate their com-
plexities: (1) examining online spaces beyond the major U.S. social media platforms, 
(2) pursuing qualitative analyses of user practices and their specific contexts amidst 
the “big data” moment, and (3) making studies outside of Euro-American domains 
more central to theoretical accounts of online expression. This multi-pronged agenda, 
realized unevenly in the field, will generate continued, concrete reasons to neither 
disengage from Twitter and Facebook, as some commentators advocate (e.g., Manjoo 
2019), nor give up on social media’s potential for progressive action. I discuss these 
points more concretely through an idiosyncratically selected entry point that I have 
encountered in prior research: “cancel culture,” the initial emergence of which as a 
form of grassroots expression followed by increasing criticism illustrates a common 
trajectory for social media phenomena that can obscure the broader range of digital 
engagement practices.

Cancel Culture and the Character of Social Media
In March 2016, a significant contingent of fandom for the television series The 100 
(The CW, 2014–present) was outraged by the death of a lesbian character, killed off 
just after she and another female character had made love for the first time. As I have 
discussed elsewhere (Ng 2017), a major cause of discontent was how The 100’s cre-
ative team had queerbaited viewers, but here the relevant point concerns the aftermath 
for showrunner Jason Rothenberg and the series. Rothenberg, who had by that time 
amassed 120,000 followers on Twitter, lost 14,000 of them in the 24 hours after Lexa’s 
death (Cranz 2016). Fans also targeted the show, making sure that their tweets criticiz-
ing The 100 would not count toward its social media mentions.1 While not explicitly 
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framed as such, this was an act of what has come to be termed “cancel culture,”2 that 
is, the withdrawal of any kind of support (viewership, social media follows, purchases 
of products endorsed by the person, etc.) for those who are assessed to have said or 
done something unacceptable or highly problematic, generally from a social justice 
perspective especially alert to sexism, heterosexism, homophobia, racism, bullying, 
and related issues.

Rothenberg’s status as a cis straight white man, accused of exploiting mostly young, 
queer female viewers, was tailor-made for the dynamics of cancel culture: a collective 
of typically marginalized voices “calling out” and emphatically expressing their cen-
sure of a powerful figure. The #MeToo movement, with its mandate of exposing the 
scope of sexual harassment and assault, turbocharged cancel culture: Harvey Weinstein 
did not have the social media profile to be dramatically canceled, but a number of 
subsequently accused figures did, such as actor James Franco, comedian actors Louis 
C.K. and Aziz Ansari, and musician R. Kelly.

Cancel culture has since come to affect numerous far less prominent individuals. 
An NPR podcast titled “The Callout” (NPR 2018) profiled how an American musi-
cian, Emily, publicly disavowed a bandmate who was her best friend when he was 
called out for sending an unsolicited sexually explicit photo to a woman; for a short 
time, Emily was lauded in her music community for believing women even at per-
sonal cost. However, a couple of months later, Emily was herself called out and 
canceled for an online bullying incident she had participated in as a high school 
student: posting a laughing emoji in response to another girl posting a nude photo 
of a third girl. Discussing the case of Emily, David Brooks (2019) commented on 
the zeal for ideological purity and the loss of a reasonable scale of transgression 
within cancel culture—the same treatment meted out to someone who made a sin-
gle problematic post years ago as to someone with an established pattern of sexual 
harassment a la R. Kelly. Thus, cancel culture itself is now subject to being can-
celed, even as others have pointed to how the negative effects on the people tar-
geted have been exaggerated—Louis C.K. was back doing standup less than a year 
after revelations about his sexual harassment—and argued that cancel culture most 
often involves previously silenced groups making a real if small dent on the power 
of those traditionally privileged by gender, race, and so on. (Butler 2018; Semíramis 
2019). 

Of course, dogmatism and oversimplification of complex issues pre-date social 
media, but platforms such as Twitter can foster ideological rigidity and lack of nuance 
due to the typical textual brevity of any individual post, the speed with which posts are 
disseminated, and the rapidity of online exchanges, which militate against considered 
responses (e.g., Spratt 2018). The character of these spaces and others where problem-
atic forms of online expression occur deserve attention, particularly qualitative 
accounts of the specific practices and interactional dynamics at play. In their introduc-
tion to a special section of the International Journal of Communication on extreme 
speech, Sahana Udupa and Pohjonen (2019, 3052) beautifully delineate an ethno-
graphic approach to these phenomena, in which one of the key questions is how 
“sociotechnological forms . . . available on new media platforms . . . facilitate vitriolic 
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exchange.” The converse question is just as pressing, to identify the intersections of 
affordances and practices that foster more critically nuanced interactions.

Looking Beyond Twitter and Theorizing Digital 
Engagement
Rather than seeing the problematic aspects of cancel culture as indicative of insur-
mountable digital ills, then, these can spur scholars to continue examining more long-
form kinds of online interaction. Such forms of engagement do not guarantee particular 
kinds of political positions, but allowing for deeper explorations of topics is a counter 
to the snap judgments common on platforms like Twitter. For one, although message 
board use may have declined with the rise of social media, it has by no means disap-
peared. Reddit, the English-language forum with the most users (Statistica 2019), has 
the reputation of being home to alt-right groups who have taken advantage of its lack of 
moderation for offensive language (see Topinka 2018). However, several recent studies 
have examined how particular Reddit subforums provide spaces for nonbinary people 
to undo and redo gender (Darwin 2017), facilitate discussions of diversity of lesbian 
identities (Foeken and Roberts 2019), and remake a feminist version of the troll 
(Massanari 2019). Comment threads on posts also invite more study, not only as another 
source for big data analysis but also for qualitative examination of how users engage in 
those spaces. For example, analyzing comment threads on the U.S. political blog Daily 
Kos, Aaron Shaw (2012) discussed how gatekeeping practices illuminated tensions 
between high-status members and other site users that challenged the egalitarian ethos 
of the site, even as these practices constituted a significant amount of engagement.

There are, of course, also numerous spaces outside of English-language arenas, and 
while many of these emerged after the major U.S.-based platforms had been estab-
lished and resemble them in various respects, there are features or user practices spe-
cific to these sites. The Chinese platform Weibo, for example, which has many features 
in common with Twitter, recently introduced a message-board-like feature called chao 
hua (“super discussion”), where discussions are actively moderated.3 The Chinese 
Internet also illustrates the importance of theorizing online expression based on a rep-
resentative spectrum of digital environments. The Anglo-American skew of earlier 
digital media studies was partly responsible for utopianist discourses around expres-
sive freedom, but it is true that in the face of censorship, online domains have pro-
vided, at least at moments, spaces for user expression that would not be possible or 
likely elsewhere. Still, governments have caught up, and Chinese users employ a vari-
ety of strategies to navigate censors.

Thus, Jia Tan (2017) identifies what she terms “digital masquerading” by Chinese 
feminists who created and circulated images superimposed with feminist text as a way 
to circumvent government censorship of social media text posts. In a similar vein, Ng 
and Li (2020) discuss how fans of a subtextually gay male pairing on the Chinese web 
series Guardian referred to them on Weibo and other prominent online spaces as a 
“socialist brotherhood,” reserving their open enthusiasm for a romantic dynamic for 
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more private fan arenas. From a different angle, Yang (2018) details online translation 
by Chinese dissidents, activists, and civil society groups—practices which involve 
both making information available and performative elements asserting particular 
identities—as comprising an under-studied component of political action. Given the 
context of increased surveillance if not outright censorship globally, the broader point 
is to see these cases not as exceptional, but as examples of users routinely negotiating 
the possibilities and constraints of digital media engagement.

The Upshot
Cancel culture demonstrates how content circulation via digital platforms facilitates 
fast, large-scale responses to acts deemed problematic, often empowering traditionally 
marginalized groups in the moment, but it also highlights the dearth of considered 
assessments and debate. Still, it is important not to let easy condemnations of social 
media overshadow what is going on elsewhere, and qualitative accounts of more in-
depth interactions in other digital spaces and the enormous spectrum of user practices 
and communal formations outside of the major English-language platforms should 
centrally comprise digital media studies.

Crisis, I’m aware, makes a better narrative, not just in popular discourses but in 
academic ones as well. Without denying the urgency of investigating the role of social 
media in spreading hate and misinformation, I have suggested here that media studies 
scholars continue framing their endeavors in contradistinction to the reductiveness of 
so much digital discourse, addressing the losses of nuance and complexity in specific 
spaces while being mindful of not contributing to them.
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Notes
1. A common practice has been to refer to the show as “The lOO,” with a lower-case letter “l” 

in place of the numeral “1” and an upper-case letter “O” for the numeral “0.”
2. The first instantiations of the term have been attributed to black users originating the 

hashtag “#cancelled” on Twitter around 2015 (Semíramis 2019).
3. Thanks to Xiaomeng Li, Ohio University, for pointing this out to me.
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